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SUMMARY
Dynamic neuronal Na+/K+ pumps normally only respond to intense action potential firing owing to their low
affinity for intracellular Na+. Recruitment of these Na+ pumps produces a post-activity ultraslow afterhyper-
polarization (usAHP) up to �10 mV in amplitude and �60 s in duration, which influences neuronal properties
and future network output. In spinal motor networks, the usAHP underlies short-termmotor memory (STMM),
reducing the intensity and duration of locomotor network output in a manner dependent on the interval be-
tween locomotor bouts. In contrast to tonically active Na+ pumps that help set andmaintain the restingmem-
brane potential, dynamic Na+ pumps are selectively antagonized by low concentrations of ouabain, which,
we show, blocks both the usAHP and STMM. We examined whether dynamic Na+ pumps and STMM can
be influenced by neuromodulators, focusing on 5-HT and nitric oxide. Bath-applied 5-HT alone had no sig-
nificant effect on the usAHP or STMM. However, this is due to the simultaneous activation of two distinct
5-HT receptor subtypes (5-HT7 and 5-HT2a) that have opposing facilitatory and suppressive influences,
respectively, on these two features of the locomotor system. Nitric oxide modulation exerts a potent inhib-
itory effect that can completely block the usAHP and erase STMM. Using selective blockers of 5-HT7 and
5-HT2a receptors and a nitric oxide scavenger, PTIO, we further provide evidence that the two modulators
constitute an endogenous control system that determines how the spinal network self-regulates the intensity
of locomotor output in light of recent past experience.
INTRODUCTION

Neuronal network output is determined by the intrinsic proper-

ties of constituent neurons and their synaptic connectivity. To

maintain network stability, homeostaticmechanismsmonitor ac-

tivity and mediate changes in network properties, with these

adaptive processes often occurring rapidly, in the millisecond

time domain. Over a longer timescale of hours or days,

activity-dependent homeostatic regulation of ion channels and

transmitter receptors occurs to maintain network output.1,2 In

addition, the activity-dependent recruitment of Na+/K+-ATPases

(‘‘Na+ pumps’’) has recently attracted attention as a regulator of

network plasticity, particularly in rhythmic motor circuits, that

operates over an intermediate timescale of around a minute.3

The Na+ pump is a ubiquitously expressed transmembrane

enzyme that utilizes energy derived from ATP hydrolysis to

establish cation gradients across cell membranes by exporting

3 Na+ ions and importing 2 K+ ions per pump cycle. In neurons,

a constitutively active subtype of the Na+ pump with a high affin-

ity for intracellular Na+ helps set and maintain the resting mem-

brane potential (RMP) upon which all neuronal electrical activity
1038 Current Biology 32, 1038–1048, March 14, 2022 ª 2022 The Au
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ultimately relies. Some neurons, however, also express Na+

pumps with a lower affinity for Na+ that are recruited only in

response to increases in intracellular Na+ resulting from intense

neuronal firing. Activation of such ‘‘dynamic’’ Na+ pumps gener-

ates an ultraslow afterhyperpolarization (usAHP) lasting up to

�1 min. This activity-dependent usAHP integrates spike fre-

quency over time (Xenopus,4 Drosophila,5 and mouse6) and,

due to the electrogenic nature of the pumps, hyperpolarizes

the membrane potential by up to �10 mV. This decreases

network excitability7 such that re-activation of the locomotor

network within the duration of the usAHP results in shorter,

weaker locomotor episodes in Xenopus tadpoles4 and neonatal

mice.6 In this way, dynamic Na+ pump recruitment controls the

usAHP magnitude, which in turn confers upon locomotor net-

works an intrinsic short-termmotor memory (STMM)mechanism

that links future with past network activity. This dynamic Na+

pump mechanism in motor systems appears to be phylogeneti-

cally conserved.4–6,8

Na+ pumps are targets for modulation by a wide range

of signaling molecules,7 including hormones such as corticoste-

roids, the free radical gas nitric oxide (NO), and biogenic amines
thors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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such as dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-HT). Modulation of Na+

pumps can be facilitatory or inhibitory depending on the modu-

lator, species, and cell type.9 NO and 5-HT, for example,

phosphorylateNa+pumps in thechoroidplexus to reduce their ac-

tivity.10 However, in renal cells, 5-HT increases pump activity,

whereas NO decreases it.11 In the central nervous system, a

much less well-studied location, DA modulates the usAHP in spi-

nal neurons,6,12whileproteinkinasesandphosphatasesmodulate

a pump-mediated slow AHP in hippocampal CA1 neurons.13–15

Here, we address whether the dynamic Na+ pump-mediated

usAHP and its control of STMM in the locomotor network are

subject to neuromodulation. NO and 5-HT are regulators of

Na+ pumps and potent modulators of vertebrate spinal motor

networks,16 providing the impetus for this study. We report the

profound and bi-directional modulation by 5-HT and NO of the

dynamic Na+ pump-mediated usAHP in the Xenopus laevis

tadpole spinal locomotor network. Although bath-applied 5-HT

itself exerts no net effect on the usAHP of spinal central pattern

generator (CPG) neurons, selective 5-HT7 receptor activation

potently increases the usAHP, while 5-HT2a receptor activation

attenuates it. Antagonists of these 5-HT receptors exert the

opposite effects, even in the absence of bath-applied agoni-

sts, supporting the presence of endogenous serotonergic

pump modulation. In contrast, NO decreases the usAHP,

while scavenging endogenous NO with 2-Phenyl-4,4,5,5-

tetramethylimidazoline-1-oxyl 3-oxide (PTIO) increases it.

Thus, the swimCPG network is endowedwith intrinsic neuromo-

dulatory pathways that regulate the activity-dependent recruit-

ment of dynamic Na+ pumps involved in STMM. This widens

the usAHP dynamic range from 0 to >10 mV and >60 s. usAHP

modulation correlates with significant effects on STMM; when

the usAHP is enhanced by neuromodulation, the relationship be-

tween swim episode duration and inter-swim interval is strength-

ened, and when the usAHP is reduced, this relationship

weakens. Our data elevate the Na+-pump-mediated usAHP to

being a bona fide regulatory component of motor systems, and

also a target for intrinsic neuromodulation, which dynamically

tunes how the animal adjusts its behavior in light of past locomo-

tor activity.

RESULTS

Na+ pump inhibition impairs the usAHP and short-term
motor memory
To corroborate previous findings that the usAHP of spinal neu-

rons in tadpoles (Figure 1A) is Na+ pump-mediated,4 the pump

inhibitor, ouabain, was applied during patch clamp recordings

from spinal CPG neurons, where usAHPs were artificially

induced by 20 s spike trains.4 usAHPs (Figure 1B) in control aver-

aged 5.3 ± 1.2 mV in amplitude and 25.48 ± 4.4 s in duration.

0.5 mM ouabain reliably abolished the usAHP (n = 6, p < 0.01;

Figures 1B and 1C), an effect not reversible during washout

(n = 6, p > 0.05; data not shown). The ouabain block of the usAHP

was not accompanied by any changes in RMP (n = 5, p > 0.05;

Figures S1A and S1B), suggesting that dynamic, rather than

tonic, Na+ pumps mediate the usAHP, as the latter have a lower

affinity for ouabain.17 However, increasing the ouabain concen-

tration to R3 mM, presumably sufficient to block tonic Na+

pumps, depolarized the RMP by �20 mV (n = 5, p < 0.001;
Figures S1A and S1B). The RMP remained unaffected when

0.5 mM ouabain was perfused for 60 min or more (n = 3,

p > 0.05; Figures S1C and S1D), suggesting that ouabain’s effect

on the RMP is concentration dependent and not time dependent.

Ouabain’s effect on the usAHP at a cellular level was

mirrored at a network level by effects on STMM, which was

monitored during ventral root (VR) recordings of fictive swim-

ming. An STMM protocol (STAR Methods) performed in control

revealed that episode 2 duration (EP2) became progressively

shorter than episode 1 (EP1) as swimming was evoked at

decreasing intervals (Figure 1D). This led to a relatively strong

correlation between inter-swim interval (ISI) and normalized

swim episode duration (EP2/EP1; n = 5, r = 0.76 ± 0.11;

Figures 1F and 1G). 0.5 mM ouabain impaired STMM (Figure 1E)

by weakening the relationship between ISI and normalized

episode duration (n = 5, r = �0.17 ± 0.15; p < 0.01;

Figures 1F and 1G). These findings replicate and extend previ-

ous reports showing that dynamic Na+ pumps mediate the

usAHP that in turn regulates STMM.4

Serotonergic modulation of the usAHP and STMM
We next investigated whether 5-HT, a potent modulator of spi-

nal locomotor output, also modulates dynamic Na+ pump activ-

ity in spinal locomotor CPG neurons. 1.5 mM 5-HT, a concen-

tration known to affect the tadpole spinal network,19,20 did

not significantly alter usAHP amplitude or duration (n = 8,

p > 0.05; Figures S2A and S2B). The lack of effect of 5-HT

on the usAHP was also observed at the network level on

STMM (Figures S2C and S2D). While 5-HT clearly affected

fictive swimming by shortening swim episodes (Figure S2D), it

did not alter the relationship between ISI and normalized

episode duration (n = 5, p > 0.05; Figures S2E and S2F). A

possible explanation for this lack of overall effect is that exog-

enously applied 5-HT simultaneously activates different 5-HT

receptor subtypes with opposing actions on dynamic Na+

pump activity. In support, 5-HT receptors are known to modu-

late various intracellular signaling pathways such as the PKA

and PKC pathways21,22 that in turn have opposing effects on

Na+ pumps.9

5-HT2a and 5-HT7 receptors opposingly modulate the
usAHP and STMM
We tested the hypothesis that different 5-HT receptors exert

opposing effects on Na+ pumps by first exploring whether

5-HT2a receptors negatively modulate the usAHP, based partly

on evidence that activation of these receptors increases the

excitability of vertebrate locomotor networks.23,24 The selective

5-HT2a receptor agonist, NBOH (30 mM), attenuated usAHP

amplitude and duration (n = 6, p < 0.05; Figures 2A and 2B), while

addition of the 5-HT2a receptor antagonist, MDL 11939 (15 mM),

reversed the suppressive effects of NBOH on the usAHP (n = 6,

p < 0.05).

The finding that 5-HT2a receptors decreased the usAHP, but

exogenously applying 5-HT alone had no net effect (Figure S2B),

suggested the presence of a receptor subtype capable of

increasing the usAHP. We therefore examined the possible

involvement of 5-HT7 receptors based on prior knowledge that

this receptor modulates locomotor activity in tadpoles and

mice.19,24 The selective 5-HT7 receptor agonist, AS-19
Current Biology 32, 1038–1048, March 14, 2022 1039
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Figure 1. Na+ pump inhibition impairs the usAHP and STMM

(A) Patch clamp and VR recording setup for stage 42 tadpole (�7 mm long18).

(B) usAHPs generated following depolarizing pulse train (black) were abolished by 0.5 mM ouabain (red).

(C) Effects of ouabain on usAHP peak amplitude and duration.

(D) Example VR traces of evoked episode pairs with inter-swim intervals (ISIs) of 30, 15, and 5 s; bars beneath raw data indicate swim episode duration. Reducing

ISI progressively reduced episode 2 duration (EP2; gray) following episode 1 (EP1; black).

(E) In ouabain, EP2 duration was not influenced by EP1 in an ISI-dependent manner.

(F) Representative plot (different experiment to D and E) of EP2/EP1 duration ratio versus ISI showing ouabain weakens the relationship.

(G) The strong positive relationship in control is diminished by ouabain.

Pooled data presented as box plots show median with 25/75 percentile (box and line) and min-max (whiskers). **p < 0.01. See also Figure S1.
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(30 mM), increased usAHP amplitude and duration (n = 6,

p < 0.01; Figures 2C and 2D), while addition of the 5-HT7 recep-

tor antagonist, SB-269970 (20 mM), reversed the facilitatory ac-

tions of AS-19 on the usAHP (n = 6, p < 0.01).
1040 Current Biology 32, 1038–1048, March 14, 2022
5-HT2a receptor activation with NBOH weakened STMM by

impairing the influence of swim EP1 on EP2 (Figures 2E and

2F); the second episode was no longer discernibly shorter than

the first when compared with control (Figures S3A and S3B),
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Figure 2. 5-HT2a and 5-HT7 receptors opposingly modulate the usAHP and STMM
(A) The usAHP (black) is attenuated by 5-HT2a receptor agonist NBOH (red), an effect antagonized by MDL 11939 (gray).

(B) Effects of 5-HT2a receptor modulation on usAHP peak amplitude and duration.

(C) The usAHP is augmented by the 5-HT7 receptor agonist AS-19 (green), an effect antagonized by SB-269970 (gray).

(D) Effects of 5-HT7 receptor modulation on usAHP peak amplitude and duration.

(E) Representative STMM plot (raw data in Figures S3A–S3C, from different experiment) of EP2/EP1 duration ratio versus ISI showing that NBOH (red) weakened

the positive relationship (black).

(F) High r value in control is decreased by NBOH, an effect reversed by MDL 11939.

(G) Representative STMMplot (raw data in Figures S3D–S3F, from different experiment) of EP2/EP1 duration ratio versus ISI showing that AS-19 (green) strength-

ened the positive relationship (black).

(H) AS-19 increased the r value, an effect not reversed by SB-269970.

Pooled data presented as box plots show median with 25/75 percentile (box and line) and min-max (whiskers). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. See also

Figure S2 for applications of 5-HT alone.
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irrespective of ISI. The weakening of the positive correlation

between ISI and normalized episode duration by NBOH was

reversed by MDL 11939 (n = 7, p < 0.001; Figures 2F and

S3C). In contrast, 5-HT7 receptor activation with AS-19 short-

ened swim EP2 duration relative to EP1 when compared with

control (Figures S3D and S3E). This strengthening of the positive

correlation between ISI and normalized episode duration by AS-

19 (n = 8, p < 0.05; Figures 2G and 2H) could not be reversed by

SB-269970 (n = 8, p > 0.05; Figures 2H and S3F). Note that the

linear relationship between ISI and normalized episode duration
in control was unusually weak (r < 0.5) in this set of experiments.

Thus, if this relationship was strong in control, AS-19 may have

been unable to further strengthen STMM. Overall, these results

suggest that 5-HT2a and 5-HT7 receptors modulate STMM in

opposing directions via their underlying, contrasting effects on

the usAHP.

Nitrergic modulation of the usAHP and STMM
NO not only modulates vertebrate locomotor network output, it

can alsomodulate Na+ pump activity.9,16 Therefore, we examined
Current Biology 32, 1038–1048, March 14, 2022 1041
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Figure 3. Nitrergic modulation of the usAHP and STMM

(A) The usAHP (black) is attenuated by DEA-NO (red).

(B) NO modulation of usAHP peak amplitude and duration.

(C–E) Example VR traces demonstrating pairs of evoked episodes with ISI of 30, 15, and 5 s in control, DEA-NO, and wash, respectively.

(F) Representative plot (different experiment to B) of EP2/EP1 duration ratio versus ISI showing DEA-NO (red) abolishing the positive relationship (black).

(G) High r value in control is decreased by DEA-NO, but not reversed following drug washout.

Pooled data presented as box plots show median with 25/75 percentile (box and line) and min-max (whiskers). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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whether NOmodulates the usAHP in tadpole swimCPG neurons.

DEA (diethylamine)-NO (100 mM), an NO donor, decreased both

usAHP amplitude and duration in these neurons (n = 7,

p < 0.01; Figures 3A and 3B). In�60% of CPG neurons recorded

(4/7 neurons), DEA-NO abolished the usAHP (Figure 3B) and un-

masked a post-stimulus afterdepolarization (Figure 3A). When a

drug washout could be performed, the attenuating effects of

DEA-NO on the usAHP were not readily reversible (n = 3,

p > 0.05; data not shown). Similar inhibitory effects to DEA-NO

on the usAHP also occurredwhen using the alternative NOdonor,

SNAP (200 mM; n = 4, p < 0.05; data not shown).
1042 Current Biology 32, 1038–1048, March 14, 2022
We also examined the effects of NO modulation on STMM. As

with 5-HT (Figure S2D), DEA-NO shortened swim episodes (Fig-

ure 3D; cf. McLean and Sillar25,26 using SNAP) and through its

inhibitory actions on the usAHP (Figure 3A) also disrupted

STMM (Figures 3C–3E) by negating the influence of swim EP1

duration on EP2. Thus, EP2 no longer became progressively

shorter than the preceding swim episode as the ISI decreased

(Figure 3D). The weakening of the positive correlation between

ISI and normalized episode duration by DEA-NO (n = 13,

p < 0.05; Figures 3F and 3G) was not reversed during the time

course of these experiments (n = 13, p > 0.05; Figures 3E and 3G).
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Figure 4. Endogenous modulation of the usAHP by 5-HT receptors
(A) Application of 5-HT2a receptor antagonist MDL 11939 increased (green) the usAHP.

(B) Effect of MDL 11939 on usAHP peak amplitude and duration.

(C) The 5-HT7 receptor antagonist SB-269970 decreased (red) the usAHP.

(D) Effect of SB-266970 on usAHP peak amplitude and duration.

Pooled data presented as box plots show median with 25/75 percentile (box and line) and min-max (whiskers). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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Endogenous modulation of the usAHP and STMM by
5-HT receptors
We next explored whether the usAHP and STMM were modu-

lated by endogenous activation of 5-HT2a and 5-HT7 receptors.

Applications of the 5-HT2a antagonist MDL 11939, alone,

increased usAHP amplitudes (n = 8, p < 0.05) and durations

(n = 8, p < 0.01; Figures 4A and 4B), while application of the

5-HT7 antagonist, SB-269970, alone, decreased these usAHP

parameters (n = 6, p < 0.05; Figure 4C and 4D). The effects of

5-HT receptor antagonists on the usAHP, when applied alone,

also correlated with network level changes to STMM (Figure 5).

In both cases, the antagonist applications led to shorter swim

episodes than in control but exerted opposite effects on

STMM. Blocking 5-HT2a receptors with MDL 11939 shortened

swim EP2 duration in relation to EP1, more so than in control

(Figures 5A and 5B). The strengthening of this positive correla-

tion between ISI and normalized episode duration in MDL

11939 (n = 11, p < 0.05; Figures 5C and 5D) was irreversible

(n = 11, p > 0.05; Figure 5D). STMM was notably weak in these

experiments, which could have accentuated the effects of

MDL 11939. Inhibiting 5-HT7 receptors with SB-269970 weak-

ened STMM by impairing the influence of swim EP1 on EP2

(Figures 5E and 5F); the second swim episode was no longer

noticeably shorter than the first when compared with control.

The weakening of this positive correlation between ISI and

normalized episode duration by SB-269970 (n = 10, p < 0.05;

Figures 5G and 5H) could not be reversed after drug washout
(n = 10, p > 0.05; Figure 5H). Overall, these results suggest

that endogenous activation of 5-HT receptors modulates the

usAHP and STMM in a bi-directional manner via two different re-

ceptor subtypes: 5-HT2a receptors decrease the usAHP and

weaken STMM, while 5-HT7 receptors exert the opposite

effects.

Endogenous modulation of the usAHP and STMM by NO
To investigate a possible endogenous role for NO, and to deter-

mine whether any effects of DEA-NO on the usAHP could be

attributed to off-target actions, the NO scavenger PTIO was uti-

lized. PTIO eliminates the facilitatory effects of endogenous NO

on inhibitory synaptic transmission leading to an excitatory ef-

fect on fictive swimming.26,27 This made it difficult to obtain

clear measures of the usAHP due to the spike protocol being

frequently interrupted by spontaneous swimming episodes

(n = 3; data not shown). Therefore, the endogenous modulatory

role of NO on the usAHP was explored in recordings conducted

in a zero Ca2+/high Mg2+ saline to minimize chemical transmis-

sion and synaptically isolate spinal neurons. The addition of

PTIO (100 mM) to this saline increased usAHP amplitude and

duration (n = 8, p < 0.05; Figures 6A and 6B). In recordings

where a washout could be performed, the augmenting effects

of PTIO on the usAHP were not reversible (n = 4, p > 0.05; Fig-

ure 6B). Regarding STMM (Figures 6C–6F), in preparations

where the relationship between ISI and normalized episode

duration was weak during the control period (r < 0.5), PTIO
Current Biology 32, 1038–1048, March 14, 2022 1043
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Figure 5. Endogenous modulation of STMM by 5-HT receptors

(A and B) Example VR traces of swim episode pairs evoked at ISIs of 30, 15, and 5 s. In control, decreasing ISI progressively reduced swim EP2 duration (gray)

relative to EP1 (black). 5-HT2a receptor antagonism with MDL 11939 further shortened EP2 duration relative to EP1 as the ISI decreased.

(C) Representative plots (different experiments to A and B) of EP2/EP1 ratio versus ISI showing MDL 11939 strengthening the relationship.

(D) The increase in r value by MDL 11939 was significant, but not reversible by washout.

(E and F) Example VR traces showing that antagonizing 5-HT7 receptor with SB-269770 impaired the influence of EP1 on EP2 when compared with control,

regardless of ISI.

(G) Representative plots (different experiments to E and F) of EP2/EP1 ratio versus ISI showing SB-269770 weakening the relationship.

(H) The decrease in r value in SB-269770 was significant, but not reversible by washout.

Pooled data presented as box plots show median with 25/75 percentile (box and line) and min-max (whiskers). *p < 0.05.
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Figure 6. Endogenous modulation of STMM and usAHP by NO

(A) The NO scavenger PTIO, in zero Ca2+/high Mg2+ saline, increases the usAHP (green), but not reversibly (gray).

(B) Effects of PTIO on usAHP peak amplitude and duration.

(C and D) Example VR traces showing pairs of evoked episodes at ISIs of 30, 15, and 5 s. In these preparations (4/10), with weak STMM in control, PTIO

strengthened the influence of EP1 (black) duration on EP2 (gray).

(E) Representative plot (different experiment to C and D) demonstrating PTIO (green) improved the relationship between swim episode duration and ISI when it

was weak in control (black), an effect not reversible (gray).

(F) PTIO increased the r value in 4/10 preparations (green) with weak relationship in control (r < 0.5; see Figure S4 for sample VR traces of STMM). In preparations

with a strong relationship in control (r > 0.5; 6/10 preparations), PTIO did not affect the r value (black).

Pooled data presented as box plots show median with 25/75 percentile (box and line) and min-max (whiskers). *p < 0.05.
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strengthened this relationship (n = 4, p < 0.05; green points/

lines in Figures 6E and 6F). In control preparations where this

relationship was already strong (r > 0.5), PTIO did not alter

this relationship (n = 6/10 preparations, p > 0.05; black dots,

Figure 6F; example VRs trace in Figure S4). These results sug-

gest that endogenous NO levels in the spinal cord are usually

low, and hence, the majority of preparations typically exhibit

a strong relationship between ISI and normalized episode dura-

tion during the control period, which could explain the lack of

effect of PTIO.
DISCUSSION

Constitutively active Na+ pumps are ubiquitously expressed,

have a high intracellular Na+ affinity, and help set and maintain

the RMP. In contrast, activity-dependent Na+ pumps have a

lower intracellular Na+ affinity and respond dynamically following

high-frequency action potential firing. Interest in dynamic Na+

pump regulation of motor network output stemmed from discov-

eries that a slow Na+ pump-dependent hyperpolarization follows

action potential bursts evoked in Drosophila larvae motor
Current Biology 32, 1038–1048, March 14, 2022 1045
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neurons and that genetic manipulation of Na+ pumps alters larval

crawling.5 Similar phenomena have been documented across a

range of motor control networks from different species including

mice and Xenopus tadpoles.1,2,4 The molecular differences be-

tween tonic and dynamic Na+ pumps are not fully understood,

but one plausible hypothesis relates to their subunit composi-

tion, particularly the catalytic a subunit responsible for ionic

pumping. Most neurons express Na+ pumps containing the a1

subunit, but some also express the a3 subunit.28Moreover, in lo-

comotor networks the distribution of a3 Na+ pumps is known to

be neuron-type specific.6,29 a3-containing Na+ pumps have a

higher sensitivity than a1-containing Na+ pumps to the cardiac

glycoside blocker, ouabain, allowing for a pharmacological sep-

aration between a3- and a1-mediated events. In Xenopus tad-

poles, for example, dynamic Na+ pump activation leads to a

post-firing hyperpolarization lasting up to a minute (the usAHP)

that is blocked by%0.5 mM ouabain. This low concentration of

ouabain has no effect on the RMP (Figure S1A), suggesting

that dynamic (presumed a3-containing) pumps mediate the

usAHP, while tonic (a1-containing) pumps remain unaffected.

Increasing the ouabain concentration to R3 mM, up to 100 mM,

depolarizes the RMP by�20mV indicating these higher concen-

trations block the tonic pumps that maintain the RMP. We

reported previously that the usAHP underpins STMM in the loco-

motor network; swimming episodes evoked during the usAHP

are shorter, slower, and weaker in a swim-interval-dependent

manner.4 Here, we confirm and extend this finding by demon-

strating that 0.5 mMouabain removes the positive correlation be-

tween normalized episode duration and ISI, thus impairing

STMMand leading to longer swim episodes. The relationship be-

tween episode duration and the usAHP is, however, complex. A

short initial episode does not necessarily result in a small usAHP

or weak STMM because the usAHP correlates with spike fre-

quency over time.4 Hence, a short, intense episode of swimming

will generate a larger usAHP than a longer, weaker episode that

will generate a smaller usAHP. Our experiments onmodulation of

the usAHP and STMM can therefore lead to apparently conflict-

ing findings in which shorter episodes result in stronger usAHP’s

and STMM, and vice versa. Therefore, to regularize modulatory

effects on the usAHP we used a protocol to evoke the same

number of spikes in every experimental condition.

Na+ pumps are modulated by many transmitters and hor-

mones in various cell and tissue types,9 but little is known

about pump modulation in neurons. In leech tactile

(T) sensory neurons a post-tetanic AHP lasting tens of seconds

is reduced by 5-HT via a cAMP-dependent mechanism,30,31

while in leech heart CPG neurons the cardio-active peptide my-

omodulin inhibits dynamic Na+ pumps.8,32 In spinal locomotor

networks, where functional roles for dynamic Na+ pumps and

the usAHP have been reported,4–6 little is known about Na+

pump modulation, although DA increases dynamic Na+ pump

activity in spinal neurons of Xenopus tadpoles and neonatal

mice.6,12 Given these precedents, and the fact that Xenopus

tadpole swimming is profoundly influenced by a range of neu-

romodulators,33,34 the present experiments explored modula-

tion of the usAHP and how this affects STMM. We focused

on two potent modulators of swimming activity, NO and

5-HT,19,27,34 and report significant effects on the usAHP and

consequently STMM.
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Our initial experiments revealed that neither the usAHP nor

STMM were consistently affected by bath applications of 5-HT

(Figure S2), at concentrations that exert clear effects on other

swim parameters.19 This suggested either that (1) dynamic Na+

pumps are not modulated by 5-HT or that (2) 5-HT simulta-

neously activates different 5-HT receptor subtypes acting in

opposition to cancel out each other’s effects. Our evidence sup-

ports the latter explanation because 5-HT7 receptor activation

increases the usAHP, while 5-HT2a receptor activation reduces

it, and the same manipulations translate into stronger and

weaker STMM, respectively. By acting on two distinct receptor

subtypes, but not precluding possible contributions from other

5-HT receptors, 5-HT can toggle the usAHP in opposite direc-

tions, increasing its operational range to ±10 mV and ±60 s.

These receptor subtypes have different affinities for 5-HT, with

5-HT7 receptors typically having a higher affinity compared

with 5-HT2 receptors.35–37 This raises the possibility that a given

neuron’s response to endogenously released 5-HT depends not

only upon the relative expression of 5-HT7 and 5-HT2a receptors

but also upon the 5-HT concentration. The signaling pathways

underlying themodulatory effects we describe will be the subject

of future investigations, but 5-HT7 receptors typically increase

cAMP to activate PKA, while 5-HT2a receptors couple to PLC

and activate IP3/DAG-PKC pathways.21,22

Our findings raise important questions regarding the functional

role of serotonergic modulation of dynamic Na+ pumps, and

whether endogenous5-HT receptor activation controls the usAHP

andSTMM.Selective 5-HT7 and 5-HT2a antagonists reversed the

effects of the agonists suggesting that these receptors are ex-

pressed on spinal CPGneurons and underlie the opposing actions

of 5-HT. The inability of the antagonists to alter the usAHP beyond

control levels could be due to the inability of the antagonists to

outcompete exogenously applied agonists, insufficient time for

the agonist-induced changes in 2nd messengers to return to con-

trol levels, or the presence of parallel endogenous modulatory

pathways affecting the usAHP in the same direction, as with

5-HT2a receptor agonists and NO donors. However, applications

of the antagonists alone provide direct evidence that endogenous

activation of 5-HT receptors modulates the usAHP and STMM in

opposite directions to the agonists.

5-HT concentration-dependent changes in the activation of

5-HT receptor subtypes on spinal neurons could tune the

strength of STMMandmotor network output via activation of de-

scending raphe spinal projections.38 For example, high-fre-

quency raphe stimulation inhibits turtle motor neuron firing due

to 5-HT spillover onto extrasynaptic 5-HT1a receptors located

on the axon initial segment.39 The behavioral circumstances un-

der which serotonergic modulation of STMM in tadpoles is bene-

ficial are unclear. However, when animals are escaping from

predators or other potential threats there may be advantages

to transiently accelerating and intensifying locomotor activity.

The faster, more intense motor rhythm that facilitates escape

would then recruit dynamic pumps such that following escape

behavior a period of rest ensues allowing for recovery from the

exertion, while remaining stationary and out of sight of predators

that normally detect the movements of their prey.

The secondmodulator we explored, NO, potently inhibited the

usAHP and in concert diminished STMM, similar to 5-HT2a re-

ceptor activation. As with 5-HT, the modulatory effects of NO
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in Xenopus tadpoles are complex, including pre-synaptically

facilitating GABA release and acting as a metamodulator by

enhancing noradrenergic effects on glycinergic transmis-

sion.27,40 At the larval stage we investigated, NO exerts a net

inhibitory effect involving the state-dependent inhibition of the

usAHP and STMM. Specifically, scavenging NO with PTIO

increased the usAHP and strengthened STMM in preparations

where these parameters were weaker in control, suggesting an

endogenous NO tone. However, the behavioral advantages of

this are also unclear. PTIO effects persisted in zero Ca2+/high

Mg2+ saline suggesting that NO continues to be generated in

the absence of extracellular Ca2+. Although NO synthase

(NOS) is a Ca2+-dependent enzyme, its activation does not rely

entirely on Ca2+ entry because Ca2+ released from intracellular

stores can activate NOS.14 By promoting inactivity, NO’s effects

fit overall with an anti-predatory strategy of remaining sessile at

these early, vulnerable stages of development.34 However, NO’s

role switches during development to net excitation, a transition

that occurs around stage 45when the tadpoles begin continuous

free swimming.18 At these later developmental stages, NO in-

creases swim episode occurrence41 but still decreases the

usAHP,42 effects that are likely linked.

The mechanisms by which NO modulates the usAHP and

STMM are unknown, but since the sGC/cGMP system mediates

effects in stage 42 tadpoles this pathway is likely involved.43 In

support, a similar post-firing, pump-mediated slow AHP lasting

�30 s in rat hippocampal neurons13,14 is inhibited byNO following

activation ofM1muscarinic receptors. These receptors couple via

Gq to the PLC-DAGpathway,15 the pathwaywe suggest underlies

the effects of 5-HT2a receptors on the usAHP. M1 receptor acti-

vation reduces the slow AHP via two converging intracellular

routes involving PKC and PKG. The coupling via PLC to PKC is

the most direct route leading to phosphorylation of the catalytic

a subunit of the Na+ pump. In parallel, however, PLC increases

IP3, which in turn releases Ca2+ ions to facilitate NO production

by NOS, promoting PKG phosphorylation and Na+ pump inhibi-

tion. Thus, NOmodulation of Na+ pump activity via PKG in hippo-

campal neurons is subject to parallel modulation byM1 receptors.

The authors also demonstrated that dephosphorylation by calci-

neurin (PP-1 and PP-2B) modulation had an opposing, facilitatory

effect on dynamic Na+ pump activity.14 These findings not only

support the notion that NO inhibition of dynamic pumps is phylo-

genetically conserved, they also raise the possibility that the inhib-

itory effects induced by activation of NO and 5-HT2a receptors

demonstrated in our study could involve phosphorylation of dy-

namic Na+ pumps via PKG and PKC.9,14,23

In conclusion, nitrergic and serotonergic systems modulate

the activity-dependent, Na+ pump-mediated usAHP bi-direc-

tionally over a wide dynamic range in terms of amplitude (0 to

�10 mV) and duration (0 to�60 s), and this dual modulation pro-

foundly impacts STMM. For both systems, we found evidence

supporting an endogenous modulatory tone that controls the

usAHP and STMM, suggesting that network output relates to

the prevailing modulatory state of the animal and the intrinsic

levels of NO and 5-HT. The net effect of exogenous applications

of pharmacological reagents will thus depend upon the starting

point of the system, which could partly explain the variability

we observe in the magnitude of the usAHP and the strength of

STMM between preparations. Many facets of this modulation
require further investigation, including the 2nd messenger path-

ways engaged by NO and 5-HT, the interactions between these

modulatory systems, the actions of other amines and peptides in

the control of dynamic Na+ pump function, and importantly, how

these influences translate into changes in locomotor behavior.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Xenopus laevis tadpoles
All experiments were conducted on pre-feeding Xenopus laevis tadpoles at developmental stage 42.18 Tadpoles were reared be-

tween 17-23oC (to stagger development) from fertilised ova produced following the breeding of adult frogs from an in-house colony.

Mating was induced by injecting human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG, 1000 U/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) into the dorsal lymph sac of

breeding pairs of adult frogs. All experiments conformed to UK Home Office regulations and were approved by the Animal Welfare

Ethics Committee (AWEC) at the University of St Andrews.

METHOD DETAILS

Drugs and solutions
The HEPES-buffered saline used for experiments contained the following (in mM): 115 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 2.4 NaHCO3, 1 MgCl2,

10 HEPES, adjusted with 4 M NaOH to pH 7.4. The zero Ca2+/high Mg2+ saline used in recordings that involved chemically isolating

spinal neurons contained the following (in mM): 115 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2.4 NaHCO3, 6 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, adjusted with 4 M NaOH to pH

7.4. Intracellular solution used for patch clamp recordings contained the following (in mM): 100 K-gluconate, 2 MgCl2, 10 EGTA, 10

HEPES, 3 Na2ATP and 0.5 NaGTP adjusted to pH 7.3 with KOH.
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For pharmacological investigations, stock solutions (5x10-4 M) of serotonin hydrochloride were dissolved in distilled H2O and stock

solutions of AS-19, SB-269970, NBOH-2C-CN (NBOH), MDL-11939, Diethylamine NONOate (DEA-NO) and 2-Phenyl-4,4,5,5-

tetramethylimidazoline-1-oxyl 3-oxide (PTIO) were dissolved in 100% DMSO (final DMSO bath concentration %0.1% has no effect

on swim properties25,26). During recordings, each drug was diluted to the desired final concentration in HEPES-buffered saline.

Electrophysiological dissection and recordings
Xenopus tadpoles were immobilised by gashing the dorsal and ventral fins with a sharpened tungsten needle and immersing them

into the neuromuscular junction blocker, a-bungarotoxin (12.5 mM), for 30minutes. After immobilisation, tadpoles were transferred to

an electrophysiological chamber containing HEPES-buffered saline and pinned down through the notochord onto a rotatable Sylgard

platform. Both sides of the trunk skin overlying the myotomal muscles were removed using forceps and finely etched needles. The

dorsal segments of �7 rostral myotomal muscles were excised to expose the spinal cord and the roof of the hindbrain down to the

spinal cord was opened to the neurocoele to improve drug access and allow for intracellular recordings.

Whole-cell patch clamp recordings of rhythmically active spinal CPG neurons that displayed a usAHP were made using borosil-

icate filamented glass capillaries (Harvard Apparatus Ltd) pulled on a Sutter P-97 micropipette puller. Anatomical labelling of individ-

ual neurons was not performed in this study due to many neurons being filled with Neurobiotin (whilst searching for those with

usAHPs) and due to the issue that the long duration recordings required for neuromodulatory experiments made it difficult to detach

microelectrodes from neurons after recordings without causing extensive damage to them. Descending interneurons were readily

identifiable based on electrophysiological criteria but were not included in this study because the usAHP is masked by Ih.
44 The neu-

rons we report in this paper (n=60) included three known classes of CPG neurons (ascending interneurons, commissural interneurons

and motor neurons).4 Patch microelectrodes were backfilled with intracellular solution and had a resistance between 10-15 MU. Re-

cordings were conducted in current clamp mode using an Axoclamp 2B or MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices Ltd, UK).

Simultaneously, extracellular recordings of fictive swimming from VRs were performed using suction electrodes positioned at inter-

myotomal clefts and signals were amplified using a differential AC amplifier (A-MSystemModel 1700). Fictive swimmingwas initiated

by electrical stimulation through a glass suction electrode placed on the tail skin, which delivered a 1 ms current pulse via a DS2A

isolated voltage stimulator (Digitimer Ltd, UK). The duration, frequency, and intensity of evoked swim episodes, which is innately

determined (and therefore not under experimental control), varied within and between preparations. Simultaneous intracellular

and extracellular signals were digitised using a CED Power 1401 (CED Ltd, UK) and recorded on a PC running Spike 2 software

(v8.17, CED).

Electrophysiological protocols
The STMMmechanismwas induced in VR recordingswhere pairs of fictive swim episodeswere evokedwith a variable interval of 1, 5,

10, 15 and 30 secs.4 Note, whilst not all swimming interval data are displayed as raw traces in VR excerpts, all intervals were used for

statistical analysis. Each pair of swim episodes was separated by approximately a 1-2 min rest period to ensure that the duration of

the first swim episode in a pair is not influenced by the usAHP generated from the preceding pair. To evoke a usAHP in spinal CPG

neurons during patch clamp recordings, a 20 second train of suprathreshold pulses (+40 pA, 2 ms square pulse every 50 ms) was

artificially applied. This protocol mimics endogenous locomotor activity and the resultant usAHP observed when recording from

non-dIN spinal neurons.4 Protocols were repeated and measurements averaged offline.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Electrophysiological data were analysed offline using Spike2 and DataView (v11.8.1; courtesy of Dr W.J. Heitler) and statistically an-

alysed in GraphPad Prism (v9.0, GraphPad Software). For STMM experiments, the relationship between normalized swim episode

duration (EP2/EP1) and ISI was displayed by generating a linear regression plot and the strength of this relationship was assessed

using a Pearson’s correlation test that generated a correlation coefficient, r, value. Experimental data that are presented as box-and-

whisker plots contain data points each deriving from a single preparation (n). For patch clamp recordings, n denotes the numbers of

neurons recorded, each from a single animal preparation and for VR recordings, n represents the numbers of animals utilised. Ex-

periments manipulating the usAHP and STMM were performed on separate animals. Tests for significance between experimental

conditions were performed using either a paired t test or a repeated measures (RM) ANOVA with a Bonferonni post-hoc correlation.

If p < 0.05, comparisons were considered statistically significant.
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